The Philanthropist's Yade Mecujvi.
Twenty-five years of observation and experiment have ?convinced us of the error into which many managers of charities fall at this season. They prepare most telling appeals, involving much thought and ingenuity, and at great expense. They then select the classes -to whom they will address themselves, and about -ten days or a week before Christmas the bombardment of the charitable is commenced from every quarter of the compass, and by every class of charity. Much of the force of these appeals is lost from the circumstance that the recipients are often so overwhelmed by -the number which each day's post delivers on their tables that, like the prospectuses of company promoters, ?coal circulars, and similar productions, they are cast "unread into the fire or the wastepaper basket, whichever happens to be handiest.
Knowing all this, we have not issued any Christmas appeal number, but now that Christmas is over, and everybody has time to look round and act, we have pleasure in presenting to ?Our readers and the public the many weighty reasons why they should give some of their abundance to the medical charities which sadly need their help. Those philanthropists who agree with the views here expressed, and who wish to be relieved from some of the worries of Christmas appeal letters for the future, might request the secretaries of each institution they contribute to, to acknowledge the receipt of the money in the columns of The Hospital. This would be a delicate hint which the able appealist would not fail to follow in years to come, and we commend it, therefore, to the consideration of philanthropists as a class.
It will be observed that our advertising columns contain very few appeal notices, the reason being that The Hospitax, exists to aid, not to live upon charities.
Those who recognise that our columns are read by some forty thousand persons every week, the majority of whom, at any rate, have a deep sympathy with every good philanthropic agency, have not been slow to adopt the view of the late lamented Major Ross, M.P., the able Chairman of the Middlesex Hospital, who maintained " that one small advertisement, costing very little, inserted regularly in a paper devoted to the interests which the particular charity tended to promote, was worth all the special advertisements costing heaps of money, which are inserted by some in any periodical which issues a special Christmas number. Spread the money so spent over the entire year and you will reap abundantly instead of spasmodically." We believe in the wisdom of this contention also, and hence our publisher has not given any special prominence to the fact that this issue, which philanthropists cannot fail to widely read and carefully preserve, has not been announced long in advance, but is submitted on its merits for tbe candid consideration of those whom it may concern. We are glad to receive tlie advertisements of any reputable cbarity, but we have been obliged, on public grounds, to refuse insertion to some wbich have been offered to us.
It will be observed that we give the name of the Matron as well as the Secretary in every instance where the information is available. This has been done because it is recognised that the more people can be induced to visit the hospitals, and thus to gain a personal insight into the work which goes on there, the better for the people, the institutions, and the public at large. It is not only men who are wanted in much greater numbers to visit the hospitals and take part in their management, but women also, who are never more happily employed than in ministering to the sick and the sorrowful. We have thought that ladies would like to know the Matrons, and to have an opportunity of seeing the work under their guidance, rather than that of the Secretary, who will have his hands full, we hope, in attending to the sterner sex. In any case, the information will prove of permanent value for reference, and it will be seen that an endeavour has been made to give a new fact about most institutions dealt with, so that the whole of what follows may form interesting and instructive reading.
Finally, it has of course been impossible to deal with the provincial institutions for want of Bpace. We have, however, dealt with the claims of many of them week by week, as the reports and information have been sent to us, and we shall continue to do this in the future. It may further be pointed out that The Hospital Annual, which will be issued next month, will contain full particulars, of all classes of medical charities and nursing institutions in the country, forming, as it will do, a year-book of reference on the subject, and so prove of permanent interest and value.
It will also deal with convalescent institutions, the managers of which do not seem to issue Christmas appeals, a wise forbearance on their part which ought to be rewarded in the Spring, when they have to make an appeal to enable them to efficiently discharge the useful work which devolves upon them. We have only to add that we will gladly acknowledge any contributions which may be sent to the various hospitals and other charities, for which it is our pleasant duty and privilege on this occasion to appeal. We believe that many philanthropists will be grateful that we 
